Robbery attempt backs statistics

by Lyn Binson of The Current staff

Chancellor Brian Towers has appointed Thomas Schnell, the interim vice chancellor of the UM-St. Louis School of Education, effective immediately.

A national search has failed to fill this position, and Schnell will serve as an associate dean, according to Towers.

Schnell has been involved with the School of Education and most recently served as an associate dean. He is currently on leave.

Schnell was named to this position last year by the then-chancellor, Robert B. Sahl, to serve as an associate dean.

Towers said that Schnell has been named to this position because of his experience in higher education and his commitment to the University of Missouri-St. Louis.

Schnell said that he is committed to serving the University and helping to ensure that the campus continues to provide high-quality educational opportunities for its students.

Editorial

Do you want your opinion to matter at the University of Missouri-St. Louis?

Are you a student, a faculty member, or a staff member at UM-St. Louis? Do you want your voice to be heard on campus issues?

The Faculty Council is responsible for creating and implementing policies that affect the University. It is also responsible for representing the students, faculty, and staff on issues that affect their lives on campus.

The Faculty Council meets monthly and encourages all members of the University community to attend and participate.

The next meeting of the Faculty Council will be held on Tuesday, October 25, at 4 p.m. in the Administration Building, Room 100.

For more information, please contact the Faculty Council office at 314-935-4889.

Faculty Council calls task force to report an insult to its intelligence

by Amy Plante

The Faculty Council called a task force to report an insult to its intelligence on Tuesday, October 18.

The task force was created to address concerns about the University’s handling of the issue and to determine what steps can be taken to prevent similar incidents from occurring in the future.

The task force is composed of representatives from all areas of the University, including students, faculty, and staff.

The Faculty Council is committed to ensuring that all members of the University community feel safe and respected.

The task force is expected to meet monthly and will report its findings to the Faculty Council at its next meeting.

The next meeting of the Faculty Council will be held on Tuesday, November 15, at 4 p.m. in the Administration Building, Room 100.

For more information, please contact the Faculty Council office at 314-935-4889.
If you're into computer sciences, data processing, accounting, auditing, math or law...

get in touch with State Farm.

Our career opportunities are many and varied for qualified grads. If you're selected, you'll enjoy the advantages of working with a respected leader in the insurance industry. You'll enjoy training, classes, state-of-the-art equipment. Excellent pay and benefits. Cost-of-living adjustments. Plenty of room to grow. And you'll enjoy Bloomington, Illinois, too. It's a thriving community with the cultural and recreational activities afforded by universities and colleges.

Contact your Placement Director, or write Daryl Watson, Assistant Director Home Office Personnel Relations, One State Farm Plaza, Bloomington, Illinois 61710.


The Women's Center Presents
Entrepreneurship For Women
Mary Hueston talks about how she developed her small home business into a lucrative, successful bakery in Kimmswick, MO.

Mon., Feb 27, 12:00-1:00 PM, 311 Clark Hall

If you're interested in meeting other students and making new friends, come to the Campus Coffee House every Thursday night at 9:00 pm in the Student Union.

---

Classifieds

**HELP WANTED**

CAMP COUNSELORS: Looking for college-age counselors/majors/mentors for our camp in the pre-school (ages 3-5). Daily 9:00 am-3:30 pm. Send resume to 1644 County Rd. Cqmp Counselors, 11841 Conway Rd., St. Louis, MD, 63131. Call 432-2311 for an appointment. Interviews in mid-March.

**EXTRA INCOME FOR '95** Earn $800 - $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details-519-9329 or 519-0362 to GROUP FIVE, 57 Oneavenue Drive, Suite 307, Dover, Del., 19901.

GET INVOLVED! Trend of just reading the news? Be a part of the excitement and join The Current! Learn career skills while having fun at the same time. Call Matt for more information at 519-6612.

---

**SERVICES**

**NEED WORD PROCESSING HELP?** Papers, resumes, your name & options include editing, enlarging, rush/weekend service. Contact Marla Mason, 644-5642.

---

**MISCELLANEOUS**


**NEED HELP? Don't have enough money to apply? Our staff will help you!** Variety of options available. Including reports, essays, resumes and much more. We offer professional quality at budget prices. 24 hour processing available on most requests. Call Greg at 631-0607.

**HELP WANTED**

Northwinds Apartments
Attention: Adult and Graduate Students
Affordable and quiet community offering spacious 2 and 3 bedroom apartments.
Privately owned, daycare center on-site plus olympic pool and playground.
Located 4 miles north of I-64 & Hurst and West Florissant.
Sign a one year lease and get $100 off your first full month rent. Rent starting at $405. Must have steady income or student loan to qualify.
Call Northwinds today 521-0222.

---

**PERSONALS**

Jen L.-
To my bestest buddy, now that we've started it again, we'll enjoy keeping you up! Let's get the guys together and hang out with the hockey team! -Zam, Nikki

Gary C.-
Hey South County women, let's get together and study, buddy.
-Zam, Nikki

Hey Wayland-
Thanks for the letter! It was really sweet of you. And thanks for keeping up with the things that go on here! Hope to see you on campus soon. Hey tell me where your hands hang out so I can find you! -Beth

Jan R.-
Lunch? Definitely. Just call and we'll plan out the details.
-Zam, Nikki

To all those zealous Zettes going to Padre...How many days? Jenny W.-
I'm hard at work! Jen R.

---

**Classified Advertising Policy**

Free classified advertising receives a variety of services. We SPECIALIZE in the academic papers, business letters, manuscripts, etc.; prepare resumes, scales public proofreading and more! Call 423-7798 for details. Please call $(50) at your expense.

---

**THE CURRENT**

**CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT**

---

**AM I PREGNANT? FIND OUT FOR SURE.**

**CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER**

275-3150 447-6477 831-6732 227-5111
950 Frances Pl. 2322 HWY 94 3347 N. HWY 67 510 Baxter Rd. (Forest Park) (St. Louis) (Ballwin)

24-Hour Phone Service

**Gateway to Careers**

**Job Fair**

2400 Sunnen Blvd.

Thursday, March 9, 1995

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Before February 23, register to 389 Woods Hall

After February 23, register at the Job Fair - Mark Teunin Building

**Sponsored by the Gateway Placement Association**

**Register Now!**
Dear administration, please promise me:

by Matthew J. Fornety
editor-in-chief

A rainy debut fiended us this week. It was a tough task to get the Editorial board and the faculty together for the open meeting to talk about the former editor-in-chief, Ken Termer’s, resignation. Presiding officer for the Faculty Council, Herman Fresh, said he re- ported that the Chancellor’s Task Force for Responding to Injustice was increasing the administration’s “un- realistic demands” on the faculty. However, the thinking behind the report was dead right in inter- preting data Smith himself had gathered for the University’s responsibil- ity.

I took some time to read this document that the family just issued last week. “I am numb,” I don’t know about misunderstanding, but I did not get a bad case of problems that the University has had for quite some time. But, the report seems to be a realization that the university might want to follow, or not. Several dimensions the University might want to turn toward in the future.

The thing that is suggesting to you that you can take these or leave them. The Faculty Council is printing their desire of about no thing. One thing that we can all be assured about this University is that there will be lots of discussion about many issues, but thankfully there will never be any ac­tion on the big, blatant problems. That is why the facu­1ty shouldn’t be looked at especially closely. Thirty­seven percent of patients had a big basis, and 33 percent said that they were worried about the social life at all. UM-St. Louis. These are just two of the five or six serious problems I think the administration, faculty, staff and students could agree on and take some action on.

But, another important thing remains: that the administration now has a document setting in front of them telling them the top headaches on this campus. A document done by their own men with information from their own students. I think it is the administration’s responsibility to get the ball rolling and get something done.

And, the thing that the faculty shouldn’t be worrying about. The responsibility for this report rests in the hands of the administration. Until the administration gets a report form every student, they are going to have to resort to more data bases and to be more open to it. This would be an important step in the direction that we are going, and I’m sure that the administration can’t say they don’t disagree.

I think I am right beyond a shadow of a doubt, but, just to be sure, maybe, maybe, the administration should finish it up and decide whether to take this one or not. Good. Please move me around.

by Jeremy Rutherford
managing editor

Clam at UM-St. Louis hit all time high. As my professor began her intro­ duction, the doors opened and was a mild wait time. Generally we felt we were busy, because at UM-St. Louis we’re used to knowing people in every class and in class. The administration will pay the report by itself, but that is about half of the students who will take place. I don’t expect anyone to do a thing in regard to the really big problems, but I’m sure the administration can’t say they aren’t concerned.

I think I am right beyond a shadow of a doubt, but, just to be sure, maybe, maybe, the administration should finish it up and decide whether to take this one or not. Good. Please move me around.

By UM-St. Louis, though, are used to phones, music, and cars cre­ ating all of these hours on the school day, so you can’t imagine what it is like in the morning, you can’t imagine what it is like in the morning, you can’t imagine what it is like in the morning. But, the important thing remains: that the administration now has a docu­ ment setting in front of them telling them the top headaches on this campus. A document done by their own men with information from their own students. I think it is the administration’s responsibility to get the ball rolling and get something done.

And, the thing that the faculty shouldn’t be worrying about. The responsibility for this report rests in the hands of the administration. Until the administration gets a report form every student, they are going to have to resort to more data bases and to be more open to it. This would be an important step in the direction that we are going, and I’m sure that the administration can’t say they don’t disagree.

I think I am right beyond a shadow of a doubt, but, just to be sure, maybe, maybe, the administration should finish it up and decide whether to take this one or not. Good. Please move me around.

Hayley McFarland

One thing that many members of the editorial staff. The Current welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be kept brief. The use of any material is at the discretion of the editor. This includes format, novelty. Ideas will not be altered, but the editor will avoid obscenity, libel and invasion of privacy.

Letters do not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Current. For the purpose of verification, all letters must bear the writer’s handwriting signature, address, student identification number and home or work telephone number. If requested, all efforts will be made to maintain the writer’s anonymity.

The Current welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be kept brief. The use of any material is at the discretion of the editor. This includes format, novelty. Ideas will not be altered, but the editor will avoid obscenity, libel and invasion of privacy.

Letters do not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Current. For the purpose of verification, all letters must bear the writer’s handwriting signature, address, student identification number and home or work telephone number. If requested, all efforts will be made to maintain the writer’s anonymity.
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**JUST A THOUGHT**

By Don Barnes

columns

Just a walk through the park

From thinking a park is lovely.

Almost every community has a little park of some kind. Unlike most of

Lorena, I actually grew up in this area. Native Bridge is a little village

of about 1,500 people, which is where I was born and where I was

raised. There are several schools and a library, and the town has been
designed to create a community of its own.

But for most people, a park is

not much more than a place to

walk around and look at the

trees. It's a place to take a

break from the hustle and bustle

of everyday life. It's a place to

think and relax.

I think a park is a wonderful

place to visit. It's a place to

meet friends and family.

I've been to many parks in

many different parts of the

world. Each one has its own

unique features and

memories.

I've been to parks in Italy, France,

and Switzerland. Each one was

beautiful in its own way.

I've been to parks in the United States,
in
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SHOULD GOVERNMENT AID FOR A COLOR-BLIND SOCIETY AND END PROGRAMS BASED UPON RACE AND/OR GENDER, OR SHOULD GOVERNMENT PASS LAWS TO COMPENSATE FOR PAST DISCRIMINATION?

The Political Science Academy Presents

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 7:30 P.M.
Emmett McAuliffe, host of the Emmett McAuliffe Program on KJSL, 630 AM, which airs from 4-7 daily, and Eric Vickers. Mr. Vickers is a lawyer specializing in civil rights cases.

Prof. Fred Springer's Home
6920 Anheister
University City, MO 63130
Referrals Provided: BYOB.

All Students Welcome

Because stuff happens.

Hay this is corporate America. We have to keep it clean.

Disorder from page 5

Frappooniunly, children who have had complete head injuries are more likely to reintegrate than those who have had partial head injuries. Both groups exhibit symptoms such as depression and in more severe cases suicidal tendencies.

Symptoms of the disorder include impulsive and unbearable interpersonal relationships, identity disturbance and eating disorders.

"Many patients often report a feeling of wanting to go through life from outside their bodies," Pokrajac said.

Pokrajac then described the five stages of dissociation: The brain is so sensitive to stress that it splits off from the external world, Pokrajac said. "These people exhibit different personalities with different needs and differences in behavior. Some patients may even call themselves by different names and have several different wardrobes." Pokrajac said.

Pokrajac interviewed each subject and then described the five stages of disassociation.

Feb 20 1995

Mascot from page 6

brings pressure on complete head injuries patients and people who have had partial head injuries. Both groups exhibit symptoms such as depression and in more severe cases suicidal tendencies.

Brookhaven is one of the most popular in the nation of only 100,000 people. Only Northerners succeeded in putting their own interests aside to make black and white human beings, and it was only three-fifths of a person.

The founding fathers set up a government where the essence of the system denies freedom to every black man, woman and child," Amusa said. "Amusa said it is unlikely why young black children are so antisocial and have no regard for their being bought into a system and government that negates their needs. Amusa employed an analogy of a black child growing up in an era of Brecon Nightingale."

In 1975, Jimmy Carter was president of the country for four years after being a general during the Vietnam War. During Carter's administration, the prison population exploded. Carter said, "I support the concept of the president being the high priest of the White House."

CIA, didn't believe in civil rights. At the time of Bush's inauguration, the child was 20-years-old. However, Amusa said, this man is part of a world that teaches him, "there is no future." Amusa is nationally, dropping out in four and fifth grade," he said.

Amusa said the way we communicate with each other, when it's positive, is like a guitar that holds various parts of the community together." Amusa said, "We're not saying we're better, we're trying to be the heart of the community."

Amusa is named after the University of St. Louis Community and Area Businesses.
UM-St. Louis dives head first, finishes eighth

by Rob Goddard

The 1995 Midwest Classic, held at the St. Peters Rec-Plex this past week-end, received much support from the coaches involved.

"Some prospects have been over­wholly positive," said St. Louis University head coach Doc Beeson. "Nineteen teams made arrangements to look at this complex for next year's meets."

The host and organizers of this year's meet are St. Louis and University of Mary Lyons. They both worked very hard to make the event as good as possible.

"If you come to us, we'll be very happy to host you again," they told the teams.

"If we're not able to get the financial and staff support from our own universities to run a meet this magnitude, it would be difficult for us to be able to host again," St. Louis Lyons coach Benson said.

Benson and Lyons had been unable to coach a meet with this magnitude, as all these events were taken up with organizing the meet. Lyons received some help from the St. Louis athletic department.

"We appreciate the support of the administrators," he said. "They bought a lot of our stressful decisions."

The meet was the response of the MIAA coaches in the form of a Mid­West Classic. They didn't want to lose the attendance.

University of Indianapolis head coach Gary Kimbel said he was excited to be competing in this year's Classic.

"It's been a fantastic meet," Kimbel said. "The facility and the competition are exceptional."

The meet was publish from the associate sport editor of the facility and the competition.

The meet's attendance was made possible, said Mark Mallis, who was impressed with the organization of the meeting.

"I've never done anything like this 36 years of coaching, so it's quite an experience," Kimbel said. "And the meet was the response of the facility and the competition."
The Bears (5-0, 1-0 Mid-American Conference) edged the Flyers (3-0, 0-0) 74-73 in overtime Sunday night in the first-round game of the Mid-American Conference tournament.

UM-St. Louis senior center Kurtis Uvell had 20 points and 17 rebounds in the win.

The Bears, who were one of the more efficient teams in the conference, shot 58.3 percent from the field in the game.

Bearcats coach Dan Barks said after the game that he was pleased with the win.

"We were able to make some key shots and get some key stops," Barks said.

UM-St. Louis guard Aaron Elliott hit a 3-pointer in the final minute to put the Bears up 73-70 and seal the win.

Elliott finished with 22 points, 12 rebounds and four assists in the game.

"We just had to make some key shots and get some key rebounds," Elliott said.
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